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Projectable 1.2 

Because of Winn-Dixie Analyze the Text   Story Structure 

Story Map: Story Structure 

Characters Setting 
• Opal 
• Miss Franny Block 
• Winn-Dixie 

• Naomi, Florida 
• The Herman W. Block 

Memorial Library 

Plot 

• Opal goes to the library with Winn-Dixie. 
• Opal shows Winn-Dixie how to look through the library window. 
• Miss Franny mistakes Winn-Dixie for a bear. 
• Miss Franny falls down in fright and Opal helps her up. 
• Miss Franny explains that when she was a little girl, a bear came 

into the library and scared her. 
• Miss Franny and Opal realize that they have some things in 

common. 
• They decide to become friends. 

Analyze the Text 
© Houghton Mifflin Harcourt Publishing Company. All rights reserved. 
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• The program brings books 

Projectable 3.2 

My Librarian Is a Camel Analyze the Text   Cause and Effect 

Cause-Effect Map: Cause and Effect 

Cause Effect 

• People live in remote jungle 
villages. 

• Many children cannot read or
write. 

• Elephants are required to 
carry books and supplies to 
people in remote regions. 

and school supplies to 
thirty-seven villages and 
hundreds of people. 

• Children in the Omkoi region 
are learning to read and 
write. 

• Books-by-Elephant program 
is formed. 

Analyze the Text 
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Projectable 4.2 

The Power of W.O.W.! Analyze the Text   Theme 

Inference Map: Theme 

Settings 

W.O.W. bus, present 
time 
Shane’s backyard 
Diaz bakery 
Diaz parking lot 

Cast of Characters 

Ileana 
Mrs. Nguyen 
Shane 
Jason 
Mr. Diaz 
Jake 
Erica 
Maria Kopanas 
Camera Operator 

Characters’ actions 

• Mrs. Nguyen tells 
Ileana that the W.O.W. 
program is ending. 

• Ileana gets upset and 
offers to help save the 
program. 

• The children decide to 
hold a car wash. 

• The children work 
at the car wash, but 
collect little money. 

• Maria Kopanas does a 
TV news report about 
the car wash. 

• Many more cars 
come. Maria 
Kopanas brings more 
donations and says 
the children have 
saved W.O.W. 

Theme 
Communities can come together to solve a problem. 

Analyze the Text 
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Projectable 9.2 

Dear Mr. Winston from When I Went to the Library Analyze the Text   Conclusions and Generalizations 

Idea-Support Map: 
Conclusions and Generalizations 

Conclusion or Generalization 
Cara seems to be finding fault with Mr. Winston’s actions. 

Text Evidence 
Cara questions why Mr. Winston came to help her when she didn’t 
need help. 

Text Evidence 
Cara questions why Mr. Winston looked in the box if he was afraid 
of snakes. 

Analyze the Text 
© Houghton Mifflin Harcourt Publishing Company. All rights reserved. 
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Projectable 1.3 

Because of Winn-Dixie Vocabulary Strategies Prefixes: dis-, un-, and re- 

Prefixes: dis-, un-, and re- 

An Unlikely Assignment 

As I walked into the school library, I sighed. 
It was so unfair! We had to do a book report, 
but we didn’t get to pick the book. I really had to 
disagree with the choice of the author. It was an 
author I dislike. My teacher said I might enjoy 
the book. I thought that was unlikely. 

At the library shelves, I felt worse. I found a 
copy of the book to review. I opened it slowly. 

Then the strangest thing happened. I read 
the first page, and it was actually interesting! I 
couldn’t stop reading. 

When I checked out the book, the librarian 
smiled. “Don’t forget to return this book on 
time,” she said. 

dis- 

disagree 

dislike 

Words with Prefixes dis-, un-, and re- 

un- 

unfair 

unlikely 

Vocabulary 

disagree 
dislike 

*disgusta 
return 

*regresar 
review 

*revisar 
unfair 
unlikely 

*Spanish 
cognates 

re- 

review 

return 

Vocabulary Strategies 
© Houghton Mifflin Harcourt Publishing Company. All rights reserved. Grade 4, Unit 1 
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Projectable 3.3 

My Librarian Is a Camel Vocabulary Strategies Using Context 

Using Context 

The Wonderful World of Books 

When my mom was my age, she loved 
the library. She and her mom (my grandma) 
went to the library every two weeks. She felt 
so energetic about going, she danced down 
the sidewalk as they walked. Her mom was 
thoughtful enough not to tell her to calm down 
and “walk like a lady.” 

All Mom’s memories of her neighborhood 
library are happy. None are negative. She 
remembers how grateful she felt when the 
kind librarians helped her. If my mom had a 
question, they would stop to answer it even if 
they were busy. They were very generous with 
their time and advice. 

Whenever my mom finished a fiction book 
she loved, she felt sad. “I felt homesick for the 
characters and their world,” Mom explained. 
She missed those fictional people as much as 
most people miss a close relative or friend who 
moved to a faraway place. 

energetic 

thoughtful 

negative 

grateful 

generous 

homesick 

danced down the sidewalk 

she loved the library; not to tell her to calm down 

All Mom’s memories are happy 

kind librarians helped her 
even if they were busy 

she felt sad; She missed those people 

Vocabulary Strategies 
© Houghton Mifflin Harcourt Publishing Company. All rights reserved. 

Grade 4, Unit 1 

Vocabulary 

energetic 
*energético 

thoughtful 
negative 

*negativo 
grateful 

*agradecido 
generous 

*generoso 
homesick 

*Spanish 
cognates 
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Projectable 4.3 

The Power of W.O.W.! Vocabulary Strategies Prefixes non-, mis- 

Prefixes non-, mis- 

Clean-up Day 

Every year, Mr. Fisk organizes our 
neighborhood’s spring clean-up. He works 
nonstop to get ready for the big day. We 
all meet at the start of the day so no one is 
misinformed about what to do. 

“I’m a great believer in the power 
of working together. Are there any 
nonbelievers here?” Mr. Fisk always asks. 
After a loud “no,” he continues. 

“Today there’s no time for nonsense, but 
don’t misunderstand me. We’ll have fun! 

“Find your name on this list to see where 
you should clean. I hope I haven’t misspelled 
any names! After you clean your area, see 
me to cross it off the list. 

“And don’t worry. We never mistreat 
you! After the clean-up, everyone’s invited 
to a party!” 

Words with Prefixes: non-, mis- 

nonstop 
non- 

nonbelievers 
nonsense 

misinformed 
misunderstand 
misspelled 
mistreat 

mis- 

Vocabulary 

misinformed 
misspelled 
mistreat 

*maltrator 

misunderstand 
nonbelievers 
nonsense 
nonstop 

*Spanish 
cognate 

Vocabulary Strategies 
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Projectable 9.3 

“Dear Mr. Winston” from When I Went to the Library Vocabulary Strategies Antonyms 

Antonyms 

The Letter 

Dear Mom, 
I know you’re wondering what kind of 

birthday gift I would like. Well, I wanted to 
help you. I have a genuine interest in getting 
a puppy. I am ashamed that I forgot to feed 
my goldfish, but I am honest when I say I 
won’t forget to feed a puppy. Please don’t 
be angry about my request. I feel guilty 
about my goldfish, and I know I can be more 
responsible. I think a puppy would be the 
perfect pet for me. I would walk it every day, 
feed it, clean up after it, and make sure it 
stayed healthy. 

I hope you give this request for a puppy 
some thoughtful consideration. I would be 
so surprised to get a puppy for my birthday! 

Love from your son, 
Brady 

Context 

Word 

genuine 
ashamed 

Vocabulary Strategies 
© Houghton Mifflin Harcourt Publishing Company. All rights reserved. 

Meaning of Word 

real or actual 
feeling shame 

Antonym 

false 
proud 

Grade 4, Unit 2 

Vocabulary 

honest 
*honesto 

genuine 
*genuino 

ashamed 
guilty 
angry 
healthy 
thoughtful 
surprised 

*sorprendido 

*Spanish 
cognates 
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Name 

comfort consisted

mention positive

mood advanced

properly peculiar

intends talent

Lesson 1
V O C A B U L A R Y

Word Study Grade 4
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Name 

isolated access

virtual obtain

devour preserve

remote extremes

impassable avid

Lesson 3
V O C A B U L A R Y

Word Study Grade 4
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Name 

assist misjudged

burglaries suspect

innocent favor

scheme speculated

regretfully prior

Lesson 4
V O C A B U L A R Y

Word Study Grade 4
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Name 

fault local

borrow apologize

reference proof

fainted slimy

genuine insisted

Lesson 9
V O C A B U L A R Y

Word Study Grade 4

Untitled-560   1 5/23/2011   4:13:45 AM
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Grade 4

Answer Key

Grade 4

Weekly Test Lesson 1
Item 

Number
Correct 
Answer Unit, Lesson, Program Skill CCSS Depth of 

Knowledge

READING

1
D; “Manya, 

you don’t…; I 
shoved down…

U1L1: Comprehension: Point of View RL.4.6 2

2 D U1L1: Comprehension: Story Structure RL.4.3 2

3 A U1L1: Vocabulary Strategy: Prefixes re– , un– , dis– L.4.4b 2

4 A U1L1: Comprehension: Story Structure RL.4.3 1

5 B U1L1: Comprehension: Story Structure RL.4.3 2

6

See rubric on 
p. T35. U1L1: Comprehension: Flashback RL.4.3 3

Sample two-point response: The beginning of the passage tells that there is a flashback. The story says “I 
start to think back over my day.” The author included the flashback to show how bad the day was starting 
with Manya oversleeping.

Sample one-point response: The beginning of the story has a flashback. It is about Manya’s day.

WRITING

7 D U1L1: Spelling: Short a and Long a L.4.2d 2

8 A U1L1: Grammar: What Is a Sentence? L.4.1f 1

9 Started 
smoking. U1L1: Grammar: What Is a Sentence? L.4.1f 1

10

See rubric on 
p. T35. U1L1: Writing: Elaboration W.4.3b 3

Sample two-point response: My pet hamster is named Tony. He is smaller than a cat and brown with white 
spots. He has a tiny pink nose and the cutest little paws. He lives in a metal and glass cage in my room. He 
likes to play with a ball and eat green vegetables, like lettuce and green beans.

Sample one-point response: My pet hamster is named Tony. He is small and brown like a mouse. He lives in a 
cage. The cage is in my room. He likes to play and eat carrots.
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Grade 4

Answer Key

Grade 4

Weekly Test Lesson 3
Item 

Number
Correct 
Answer Unit, Lesson, Program Skill CCSS Depth of 

Knowledge

READING

1 A U1L3: Vocabulary Strategy: Using Context L.4.4a 1

2 A U1L3: Comprehension: Cause and Effect RI.4.5 2

3

See answer 
below. U1L3: Comprehension: Cause and Effect RI.4.5 3

Baking powder: causes dough…; Yeast: attacks and changes…, causes dough…; Baking soda: produces 
gas…, causes dough…

4 C U1L3: Comprehension: Domain-Specific Vocabulary RI.4.4 2

5
See answer 

below. U1L3: Comprehension: Cause and Effect RI.4.5 2

D; These substances cause…, Leavening agents give…

6

See rubric on 
p. T35. U1L3: Comprehension: Interpret Visuals RI.4.7 3

Sample two-point response: The first photograph shows that dough is flat before it is cooked. The second 
photograph shows that the leavening agents cause the bread to rise once it has been baked.

Sample one-point response: The photographs show that bread rises when it is baked.

WRITING

7 D U1L3: Grammar: Quotations L.4.2b 1

8 A U1L3: Grammar: Quotations L.4.2b 2

9 C U1L3: Grammar: Quotations L.4.2b 1

10 bild, tite U1L3: Spelling: Short i and Long i L.4.2d 2
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Grade 4T8

Answer Key

Grade 4

Weekly Test Lesson 4
Item 

Number
Correct 
Answer Unit, Lesson, Program Skill CCSS Depth of 

Knowledge

READING

1 Todd and Maria 
enter . . . U1L4: Comprehension: Elements of Drama RL.4.5 3

2 D U1L4: Comprehension: Allusion RL.4.4 2

3 D U1L4: Comprehension: Elements of Drama RL.4.5 2

4 D U1L4: Vocabulary Strategy: Prefixes non– , mis– L.4.4b 1

5 B; C U1L4: Comprehension: Theme RL.4.2 3

6

See rubric on 
p. T35. U1L4: Comprehension: Theme RL.4.2 3

Sample two-point response: Josie changes from being scared of riding a bike at the beginning of the play to 
accepting the help of others to learn how to ride a bike by the end of the play. She learns that she is not afraid 
to try something new.

Sample one-point response: Josie doesn’t know how to ride a bike at the beginning of the play, and then she 
learns how.

WRITING

7 A U1L4: Spelling: Short o and Long o L.4.2d 1

8 C U1L4: Grammar: Fragments and Run-On Sentences L.4.1f 1

9
See answers 

below. U1L4: Grammar: Fragments and Run-On Sentences L.4.1f 2

Their grandmother tells…; Hana and Amir…

10

See rubric on 
p. T35. U1L4: Writing: Organization W.4.4 3

Sample two-point response: One day Maria was playing in her backyard. She was having fun flying through 
the air on the swings, speeding down the slide, and hanging upside down on the monkey bars. At lunch time, 
her mother called her to come inside. That is when Maria realized the necklace she was wearing was gone!

Sample one-point response: A girl lost her necklace outside.
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Grade 4

Answer Key

Grade 4

Weekly Test Lesson 9
Item 

Number
Correct 
Answer Unit, Lesson, Program Skill CCSS Depth of 

Knowledge

READING

1 A; C U2L9: Comprehension: Understanding Characters RL.4.3 3

2 C U2L9: Vocabulary Strategy: Antonyms L.4.5c 1

3
See answer 

below. U2L9: Comprehension: Understanding Characters RL.4.3 2

Basir: agrees to help…; Rasha: agrees to help…, laughs at his…, suggests walking…

4 D U2L9: Comprehension: Conclusions and Generalizations RL.4.1 2

5 C U2L9: Comprehension: Understanding Characters RL.4.3 2

6

See rubric on 
p. T35. U2L9: Comprehension: Humor RL.4.4 3

Sample two-point response: The funniest scene in the story is when the dogs and their leashes get tangled 
up while Rasha and Basir are walking them. This is funny because the dogs are acting silly and making a 
mess, and Rasha and Basir can’t do anything to stop them.

Sample one-point response: The story is funny because the dogs get tangled up, and Rasha and Basir can’t 
walk them.

WRITING

7 B U2L9: Spelling: Vowel + r  Sounds L.4.2d 2

8 C U2L9: Grammar: Compound and Complex Sentences L.4.2c 1

9 D U2L9: Grammar: Compound and Complex Sentences L.4.2c 2

10
See answer 

below. U2L9: Grammar: Compound and Complex Sentences L.4.2c 1

She asked her…; Everyone thought the fish…



Reading advertisements: Comparing Motorbikes  

Look at the advertisement for second hand motorbikes and answer the 
questions: 

1. What is the name of the store? ……………………………………………………………… 

2. Where is the store? (Address) ………………………………………………………………… 

3. What is the phone number? …………………………………………………………………… 

4. Name the three brands for sale: 1……………………2………………….3…………..…… 

5. What is the price of bike D ? …………………………………………………………………… 

6. What year is bike H ? ……………………………………………………………………………… 

7. Which bike is the oldest? …………………………………………………………………………. 

8. Which bike is the newest? ………………………………………………………………………. 

9. Which bike is the cheapest? ……………………………………………………………………… 

10.  Which bike is the most expensive? …………………………………………………………. 

9. Which bike has the most powerful engine? ……………………………………………… 

10. I have $ 5,000 which bikes can I afford? ………………………………………………… 

A 

F 

C B 

I 

E 

H 

D 

G 
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Reading

Grade 4
L E S S O N  9

Weekly Test Lesson 9
Read the passage. Then answer the questions.

Too Many Dogs!

Rasha and her older brother, Basir, were outside playing with their two 
dogs. “Suri, fetch!” Rasha called as she threw a stick for her big, black dog. 
Suri bounded across the lawn and grabbed the stick before happily returning 
to Rasha’s side to start the game again. Meanwhile, Basir was tossing a ball to 
Nivi, their little white terrier.

“Rasha! Basir! You are just the people I wanted to see!” called their 
neighbor, Mr. Cleves. He walked over to the hedge that separated their yards. 
“I am going out of town for a week on a business trip and need someone to take 
care of my two dogs, Peanut and Harvey. They need to be fed and walked and 
played with. Would you two like the job? I can see you love dogs!”

“Of course, we are happy to help,” Rasha said.

“Are you sure all those dogs won’t be too many?” Mr. Cleves asked with a 
worried frown. “If you’re sure, I’ll go talk to your parents to make sure we have 
their permission.”

“Of course not!” Rasha said. “There’s no such thing as too many dogs!”

Rasha and Basir’s parents gave their permission, and Rasha and Basir began 
dog-sitting the very next day. Feeding and playing with the dogs was a lot of 
fun, but Rasha felt like their most important job was walking them. Each dog 
had to be taken out twice a day. “It will be hard to manage four dogs all at 
once,” Basir said, “so I suggest we split them up. We will walk our two dogs first 
and then come back and walk Peanut and Harvey.”

Basir’s plan worked well. Walking two dogs was no trouble at all with each 
of them taking charge of one animal. “This job is so easy and so much fun!” 
Rasha thought as she jogged down the street with Harvey running happily 
beside her.



2 Grade 4

Name  Date 

Weekly Test Lesson 9
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Reading

Grade 4
L E S S O N  9

Saturday was a gloomy, rainy day. “It’s the perfect day to go to the movies,” 
Basir decided. Rasha agreed, and the two made some phone calls to arrange a 
meeting with their friends at the movie theater downtown. “We have to walk 
the dogs before we go,” Rasha said. “It’s almost time to leave. Let’s just walk 
them all together to save time.”

The brother and sister set off down the street, each one holding a leash in 
each hand. They hadn’t gone far before Rasha’s leashes tangled and Harvey 
tripped over little Nivi. Rasha bent down to untangle the dogs, but she was 
pulled off-balance when Peanut jumped in to join the fun. Basir helped 
straighten out the leashes and they continued on their way.

“Look out!” Basir called as Suri lunged at a passing jogger, barking and 
jumping. Just then, Peanut saw a squirrel in the yard and ran after it. Basir 
grabbed their leashes just in time, trying to keep his balance as each dog pulled 
in a different direction.

Rasha was having her own problems. Harvey decided he didn’t want to 
walk, so he flopped down in the middle of the sidewalk and refused to budge. 
Peanut and Nivi danced around him as Suri ran over and rolled in the mud. 
Rasha and Basir pulled and tugged, trying to straighten out the mess of tangled 
leashes and dogs. As they looked at each other, Rasha began to laugh. This was 
all her fault and she knew it.

“Let’s start over,” Basir said as he carefully sorted out his dogs. “I think 
walking two dogs at a time is enough.”

“I agree,” said Rasha. “Let’s go home and reschedule our movie plans, then 
try walking the dogs separately. I guess I was wrong!”

“You were wrong about what?” Basir asked.

“There is such a thing as too many dogs!” Rasha said as the dogs barked 
happily in agreement.
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Reading

Grade 4
L E S S O N  9

 This question has two parts. First, answer part A. Then, answer part B.

 Part A

Which word best describes the character of Basir?

 sensible

 talkative

 desperate

 unfriendly

 Part B

What detail from the passage supports the answer to part A?

 He keeps his balance when the dogs pull in different directions.

 He arranges to go to the movies with friends.

 He makes a plan to walk two dogs at a time.

 He helps Rasha untangle the leashes.

 Read the sentences from the passage.

Rasha bent down to untangle the dogs, but she was pulled off-balance 
when Peanut jumped in to join the fun. Basir helped straighten out 
the leashes and they continued on their way.

Which word or phrase means the opposite of the word untangle?

 pull apart

 smooth

 mix up

 tighten
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Weekly Test Lesson 9
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Reading

Grade 4
L E S S O N  9

 Mark the boxes to match the descriptions with the characters they 
describe. Some rows may have more than one answer.

Basir Rasha

Agrees to help Mr. Cleves

Laughs at his or her own mistakes

Suggests walking all four dogs at the same 
time

 What conclusion can you draw about Rasha based on her conversation 
with Mr. Cleves?

 She wants a dog of her own.

 She is annoyed by the neighbor.

 She hopes to get paid for doing the job.

 She believes taking care of dogs is easy.

 Sometimes Rasha acts before she thinks. Which detail from the passage 
supports this idea?

 She loves to play fetch with her dogs.

 She eagerly volunteers to help her neighbor.

 She decides to walk two dogs at the same time.

 She plans a movie date with her brother and their friends.
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Name  Date 

Weekly Test Lesson 9
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Reading

Grade 4
L E S S O N  9

 Humor is an important part of this story. Describe a humorous scene 
from the story and explain what makes it funny. Be sure to use specific 
examples from the passage to support your answer.
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Weekly Test Lesson 9
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Grade 4
L E S S O N  9

Writing

 Which sentence contains a spelling error?

 It took a long time to repair the car.

 Josie’s brother wanted to stear the ship.

 Robert could not get the car into the right gear.

 We heard a strange noise coming from upstairs.

 Which sentence has an error in grammar usage?

 The dog ran out, and I knew I had to go after him.

 We wanted to shop longer, but the store was closing.

 The movie was very good but I liked the book better.

 The girls went to the basketball game and had a great time.

 Read the sentences.

Chloe got a job at the grocery store.

Chloe wanted money for a new bike.

What is the best way to rewrite the sentences?

 Chloe got a job and a bike.

 Chloe got a job at the grocery store, but she wanted money for a  
new bike.

 Chloe got a job at the grocery store and Chloe wanted money for a 
new bike.

 Chloe got a job at the grocery store because she wanted money for a 
new bike.

 Read the paragraph. Underline the two sentences that have errors in 
grammar usage.

Naya always wanted a pet. She asked her parents many times but they 
always said no. Naya’s brother was afraid of dogs and cats. Her sister 
did not like lizards, bugs, or snakes. Naya had an idea. She brought 
home a goldfish in a bowl. Everyone thought the fish was cute, 
because it was easy to take care of. Finally, Naya had a pet of her own!
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Grade 4
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Weekly Test Lesson 4
Read the passage. Then answer the questions. 

The Bicycle Rodeo

Scene I: Greene Elementary School cafeteria. Students are finishing lunch. 

Todd: Hey, Josie, are you going to sign up for the bike rodeo on Saturday? 

Josie: What’s a bike rodeo?

Maria: It’s a bicycle-riding course where you ride around a special path and 
avoid obstacles. Whoever has the fastest time is the winner. It’s a lot of fun.

Josie: (shaking her head) Umm . . . I don’t think so.

Maria: There is going to be a bike-decorating contest, too. 

Josie: (head down) I can’t . . . I mean, I am going somewhere that day. 

Todd: Gee, Josie, you will miss out on everything. 

Josie: (picking up her tray and moving away) Sorry . . . I just . . . I can’t do it. 

Todd: What does she mean, “I can’t do it”?

Maria: (shrugs) I don’t know.

Scene II: After school, in Ms. Choi’s room, Josie is packing up her backpack 
and Ms. Choi is grading papers at her desk. 

Ms. Choi: Josie, are you coming to the bike rodeo this Saturday? I’ll be judging 
the bike-decorating contest.

Josie: (sadly) I can’t, Ms. Choi. 

Ms. Choi: I’m sorry to hear that. It’s going to be lots of fun. 

Josie: Yeah, but . . . (Josie looks as if she is about to cry.) 

Ms. Choi: (looks at Josie with concern) What’s the matter, Josie? 

Josie: The truth is . . . I can’t ride a bicycle! We used to live in the city, in an 
apartment building, and there was nowhere to keep a bike, so I just never 
learned. It seems like everyone here knows how to ride a bike except me! 

Ms. Choi: Lots of people never learn to ride a bike, Josie. In fact, I never 
learned to ride a bike until a few years ago. 

Josie: Really?
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Ms. Choi: (places her arm around Josie’s shoulders) Really. It wasn’t a 
Herculean task, and I learned very quickly. You’re never too old to learn 
something new.

(Todd and Maria enter the classroom.) 

Todd: We overheard what you said, Josie, and you don’t have to worry—Maria 
and I can teach you to ride in no time! 

Maria: (nodding) You can borrow my sister’s old bike and enter it in the bike-
decorating contest. 

Josie: Well . . . maybe. I’ll think about it.

Scene III: Saturday morning. The bike rodeo is set up on the school playground. 
Todd and Maria are busy decorating their bikes with streamers and balloons, 
and Ms. Choi is handing out supplies. 

Todd: I wonder where Josie is. 

Maria: She said she was coming yesterday when I gave her my sister’s bike. 

Ms. Choi: I hope she will be here soon and didn’t misunderstand the time 
or place.

(Josie enters from the far side of the playground, slowly riding a red bicycle.)

Todd: Josie, you’re riding a bike! Who taught you?

Josie: My dad gave me some tips last night after Maria gave me her sister’s bike, 
and it wasn’t that hard! Although it did take me forever to ride up the hill! 

Ms. Choi: But you made it!

Todd: Look—the rodeo is starting! Are you going to take part, Josie?

Josie: I think I will just watch this time.

(Todd and Maria ride their bikes around the obstacle course. Josie and 
Ms. Choi sit on the sidelines, cheering them on.)

Josie: Wow, look at Todd go! He is really good, and so is Maria.

(Todd and Maria return to the sidelines. Todd is holding a blue first-place 
ribbon.)

Todd: Look, I won! I can’t believe it!

Josie: You were great. Can you teach me how to ride that fast?

Todd: Sure, just as soon as we finish the bike-decorating contest.

Josie: (grinning) I can’t wait!
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 Read the selection from the passage. Underline the sentence that shows 
where this scene takes place.

Ms. Choi: (places her arm around Josie’s shoulders) Really. It wasn’t 
a Herculean task, and I learned very quickly. You’re never too old to 
learn something new.

(Todd and Maria enter the classroom). 

Todd: We overheard what you said, Josie, and you don’t have to 
worry—Maria and I can teach you to ride in no time!

Maria: (nodding) You can borrow my sister’s old bike and enter it in 
the bike-decorating contest.

 Read these sentences from the passage.

Ms. Choi: Really. It wasn’t a Herculean task, and I learned very 
quickly. You’re never too old to learn something new.

 What does the phrase wasn’t a Herculean task tell the reader?

 It is fun to learn to ride.

 It is not fun to learn to ride.

 It is difficult to learn to ride. 

 It is not difficult to learn to ride.

 Why is the setting of Scene III important?

 It enables Josie to reveal a secret.

 It allows Josie to show that she has given up.

 It sets the stage for Josie to express discomfort.

 It provides a place for Josie to reveal what she has learned.
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 Read the sentence from the passage.

Ms. Choi: I hope she will be here soon and didn’t misunderstand the 
time or place.

 What does the word misunderstand most likely mean?

 stand

 arrive

 decline

 confuse

 This question has two parts. First, answer part A. Then, answer part B.

 Part A

 Which idea best describes the theme of the passage?

 It is good to have friends.

 Trying new things can be fun.

 Riding a bike is good exercise.

 You never forget how to ride a bike.

 Part B

 Which detail from the passage supports the answer to part A?

 Todd, Maria, and Josie are friends.

 Ms. Choi learned how to ride a bike when she was an adult.

 Josie learns to ride a bike and has a good time at the bike rodeo.

 Maria lends her sister’s bike to Josie for the bike-decorating contest.
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 How does Josie change from the beginning of the passage to the end of the 
passage? Give specific examples from the play to support your answer.
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Writing

 Which sentence has an error in spelling?

 Juanita likes to bost when her baseball team wins.

 The Chang family went to the block party.

 Her favorite breakfast is oatmeal.

 We must solve the mystery.

 Choose the sentence that is incorrect.

 He ran.

 The dog growled.

 Stars and planets.

 The little girl jumped rope.

 Ahmad is writing a story about an adventure around the world. He wants 
to revise the draft to eliminate errors and make the writing stronger. Read 
Ahmad’s draft. Underline the two sentences that need to be revised.

Hana and Amir are going on an adventure around the world! Their 
grandmother tells them that in the past it took many months to travel 
all over the globe travelers had to use boats to sail across the oceans. 
Hana and Amir laugh and are happy that traveling is much easier  
and faster they can fly across the world in hours. They are first going 
to fly from New York to California. From there, they are off to  
New Zealand!
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Writing

 A student is writing a story about a missing necklace. Read these 
paragraphs from the story and write a beginning to the story.

Maria’s mother asked her when she had seen the necklace last. Maria 
could not remember. Maria and her mother decided to retrace Maria’s 
steps. They went upstairs and looked all around her bedroom, but did 
not find the necklace. They looked in the kitchen, where Maria had 
eaten lunch, but still could not find the necklace. They realized that 
Maria must have lost the necklace outside.

Maria and her mother went outside. “Where did you play?” asked 
Maria’s mother. Maria played on the swings, slide, and monkey bars. 
They searched near the swings and checked under the slide. Maria’s 
necklace was nowhere to be found. Then Maria’s mother suggested 
they look under the monkey bars. There it was!
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Weekly Test Lesson 3
Read the passage. Then answer the questions.

On the Rise

Did you ever wonder how breads, pizza crusts, cookies, and other foods rise, 
or grow, when they are put in the oven? It can’t be the heat of the oven alone 
that causes this change. Otherwise, anything put in a warm oven would grow. 
The reason certain foods rise when baked is that a leavening agent was used. 
Leavening agents are key ingredients in many recipes.

A leavening agent is something used to lighten dough or batter. Leavening 
agents create air, steam, or carbon dioxide gas in the mixture. These substances 
cause the dough or batter to rise. Leavening agents give cakes and other foods 
their light, fluffy texture. Probably the most well-known leavening agents are 
baking powder and yeast. However, baking soda is also used to leaven. Beaten 
eggs or egg whites are leavening agents, too.
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The use of baking powder dates back to the early nineteenth century. 
When it was invented, it was thought to have changed the course of American 
cooking. Before baking powder, batters could be unpredictable. They came 
out differently each time. With baking powder, bakers could better predict 
how their baked goods would come out of the oven. Baking powder works 
quickly. The oven’s heat releases the full force of the leavening gases. This 
release causes the batter to rise. Baking powder should be stored in an airtight 
container. It should be replaced at least twice a year. Otherwise, it can lose its 
effectiveness. You don’t want your batter to fall flat.

Yeast is another common leavening agent. It is used primarily in breads. 
Yeast is a living thing. It is a tiny fungus. It lives best in a warm, moist 
environment. Unlike fast-acting baking powder, yeast works more slowly. It 
attacks the flour. Over time, the yeast changes the flour. The dough develops 
a good texture and flavor. Bakers let their dough rise before baking. This time 
lets the yeast work. The dough may double in size. Then it continues to rise 
when baked. Yeast should be stored in a cool, dry place. Pay attention to the 
expiration date on the yeast. The yeast may not work well after this date.

Baking soda can also be a leavening agent. It must be mixed with something 
acidic. Buttermilk and lemon juice are acidic. When mixed, a reaction produces 
gases. These gases make the batter rise. Beaten eggs or egg whites also cause 
batters to rise. They enclose air. The air forces the batter to expand in the 
oven’s heat.

The next time you see a dish baking, take a look. Is it on the rise? If it is, 
then baking powder, yeast, baking soda, or eggs are likely in the recipe. Our 
foods would be very different without these leavening agents.
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 Read the sentences from the passage.

The use of baking powder dates back to the early nineteenth century. 
When it was invented, it was thought to have changed the course 
of American cooking. Before baking powder, batters could be 
unpredictable. They came out differently each time. With baking 
powder, bakers could better predict how their baked goods would 
come out of the oven.

 What does the word course most likely mean?

 path

 class

 cycle

 racetrack

 Which of the following explains how baking powder causes batter to rise?

 The baking powder gives off gases when heated.

 The baking powder is stored in an airtight container.

 The baking powder affects how light and fluffy the food is.

 The baking powder helps bakers predict how the foods will come out.

 Mark the boxes to show which leavening agent causes each effect. Some 
rows may have more than one correct answer.

Baking Powder Yeast Baking Soda

Produces gas when 
mixed with  
something acidic

Attacks and  
changes the flour

Causes dough or  
batter to rise
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 Read the paragraph from the passage.

Baking soda can also be a leavening agent. It must be mixed with 
something acidic. Buttermilk and lemon juice are acidic. When mixed, 
a reaction produces gases. These gases make the batter rise. Beaten 
eggs or egg whites also cause batters to rise. They enclose air. The air 
forces the batter to expand in the oven’s heat.

The author uses a word that means “a process in which substances 
change.” Which word in the paragraph is closest to this meaning?

 agent

 beaten

 reaction

 produces

 This question has two parts. First, answer part A. Then, answer part B.

 Part A

If a leavening agent were left out of bread’s ingredients, what would  
most likely be the result after baking?

 The bread would disappear.

 The bread would fall apart.

 The bread would explode.

 The bread would be flat.

 Part B

Read the paragraph from the passage. Underline the two sentences that 
best support the answer to part A.

A leavening agent is something used to lighten dough or batter. 
Leavening agents create air, steam, or carbon dioxide gas in the 
mixture. These substances cause the dough or batter to rise. 
Leavening agents give cakes and other foods their light, fluffy texture. 
Probably the most well-known leavening agents are baking powder 
and yeast. However, baking soda is also used to leaven. Beaten eggs or 
egg whites are leavening agents, too.
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 How do the photographs add to your understanding of the passage?
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Writing

 Choose the sentence that is written correctly.

 “Please find a partner said Mrs. Munoz.”

 “Please find a partner, said Mrs. Munoz.”

 “Please find a partner” said Mrs. Munoz.

 “Please find a partner,” said Mrs. Munoz.

 Read the sentences.

“Get some sleep” said Dad. “Tomorrow is the big day”.

 What revisions are needed to correct the sentences?

 “Get some sleep,” said Dad. “Tomorrow is the big day.”

 “Get some sleep” said Dad “Tomorrow is the big day.”

 “Get some sleep,” said Dad. Tomorrow is the big day.”

 “Get some sleep said Dad. Tomorrow is the big day”. 

 Which sentence uses correct punctuation?

 “Beth said I know how to solve the problem now.” 

 Beth “said I know how to solve the problem now.”

 Beth said, “I know how to solve the problem now.”

 Beth said, “I know how to solve the problem now”.

 Allison is writing a story about a family’s trip to the beach. She wants 
to revise the draft to eliminate errors and make the writing better. Read 
the draft of the beginning of her story. Underline the two words that are 
spelled incorrectly.

To Mia’s delight, her Uncle Mateo had decided to take them to the 
beach for the day. Mia and Daniel scooped out handfuls of sand and 
dug a deep hole in front of them. “Let’s see how big you two can bild 
a castle,” said Uncle Mateo. Mia filled a bucket with sand. She made 
sure it was packed tite and then turned it over. She and Daniel did this 
several times, trying to make their castle reach the sky.
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Weekly Test Lesson 1
Read the passage. Then answer the questions.

The Very Bad Day

As I sit on the couch after eating an incredible dinner that my dad made, I 
start to think back over my day. 

I woke up this morning to the sound of my dad’s voice hollering up the stairs 
to get up. Oblivious to the sound of my alarm going off, I had overslept and was 
going to be terribly late. I really should have known it would be a bad day from 
the start. I was already late before my feet even hit the floor. So I threw on my 
clothes and ran down the stairs as fast as I could. Needing something wonderful 
for breakfast to turn my day around, I was disappointed by a soggy bowl of 
Wheat Squares, my least favorite cereal. 

“Dad, it’s gross. You eat it.”

He grimaced. He didn’t like Wheat Squares either.

“They’re too sweet for me,” he said. “And I’m not the one who is late for 
school.”

“How about eggs?”

“Manya, you don’t have time for anything else,” he replied. “Hurry and eat 
and then let’s go!”

I shoved down a couple bites of cereal and sprinted to the car. I got to school 
late, of course, and had to walk in front of the entire class to get to my seat. I 
sat down, relieved in advance that my best friend would be waiting in the next 
row over. I flopped my backpack down, pulled out my books, and glanced over 
to see her. What I saw instead was an empty chair. She was out sick—great. This 
was the perfect combination of circumstances for a very bad day.

After school I dropped my backpack in a huge mud puddle. I was picking it 
up and trying to dry it off when my bus flew by. My bus! I had missed it by mere 
seconds. So I walked home … the last thing I wanted to do.

I walked in the door and fell onto the couch, exhausted and dejected. I had 
enough of this day. Just then, my dad rounded the corner with a big grin.
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“Guess what is for dinner tonight?”

“I couldn’t guess if I tried, Dad. It has been a wretched day.”

“Well this should turn things around. I made your favorite—chicken with 
macaroni and cheese. I also made your favorite chocolate mousse for dessert!”

“Dad, you may have the power to turn a bad day into a good day after all!”

So I have just stuffed myself on my dad’s stupendous cooking. I’m realizing 
that maybe the day wasn’t so rotten after all. Maybe it was just my reaction to 
the things that happened. My best friend calls and we talk and talk about my 
very bad day. She is feeling better and will be back at school tomorrow. What a 
relief! And now I know that my very bad day wasn’t so bad after all.

 This question has two parts. First, answer part A. Then, answer part B.

 Part A

From whose point of view is the passage told?

 Manya’s best friend

 Manya’s teacher

 Manya’s father

 Manya

 Part B

Read the sentences from the passage. Underline the two sentences that 
best support the answer to part A.

He grimaced. He didn’t like Wheat Squares either.

“They’re too sweet for me, he said. “And I’m not the one who is late 
for school.”

“How about eggs?”

“Manya, you don’t have time for anything else,” he replied. “Hurry 
and eat and then let’s go!”

I shoved down a couple bites of cereal and sprinted to the car.
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 Which event caused Manya’s day to improve?

 missing the bus

 sprinting to the car

 seeing her friend at school

 eating chicken with macaroni and cheese

 Read the sentence from the passage.

Needing something wonderful for breakfast to turn my day around, I 
was disappointed by a soggy bowl of Wheat Squares, my least favorite 
cereal.

What is the best definition of the word disappointed as it is used in the passage?

 upset

 excited

 thrilled

 surprised

 What caused the beginning of Manya’s bad day?

 She woke up late.

 She lost her backpack.

 She couldn’t find her shoes.

 She forgot to brush her teeth.

 Which of the following shows how Manya’s attitude changes throughout 
the day?

 In the beginning and the end, Manya is having a bad day.

 In the beginning, Manya is convinced it is a terrible day. At the end, 
she isn’t so sure.

 In the beginning, Manya is having a great day. At the end, she is 
having a terrible day.

 In the beginning, Manya can’t wait to see her friend, but at the end, 
she is ready to go home.
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Reading

 Which details in the passage tell you that a flashback is part of the 
passage? Why has the author included the flashback? Support your answer 
with details from the story.
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Writing

 Which sentence contains a spelling error?

 But today, he is going to fly!

 He is very excited and a little scared.

 Jessie has never been on a plane before.

 Last year, he rode a trane for the first time.

 Which sentence has an error in grammar usage?

 The large boat.

 The car was blue.

 The skateboard skidded.

 The bicycle had a flat tire. 

 Read the sentences. Underline the sentence that contains an error in 
grammar usage.

Dad’s blue car made a funny noise. It groaned. It hiccupped. Started 
smoking. Then it stopped. This was going to be a long day.

 Jeb wrote a paragraph about his pet hamster. Read the paragraph and 
then complete the task that follows.

My pet hamster is named Tony. He is small and brown. He lives in a 
cage. The cage is in my room. He likes to play and eat vegetables.

Rewrite the paragraph and add more details to help a reader picture the 
hamster and his cage.
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blade sale
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magic raft
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Projectable 12.7 

The Earth Dragon Awakes Writing Model  Opinion Writing 

Writing Model 
Problem-Solution Composition 
Prompt: Write a problem-solution composition about something people 
should do to protect their safety. 

Problem 
The safety 
hazard is 
stated clearly. 

Details 
Specific 
details 
describe the 
problem. 

1. Lightning is a serious, but underrated danger. 

Each year 25 million lightning flashes occur in 

the United States and cause an average of 62 

deaths. Because lightning doesn’t cause mass 

destruction like tornadoes do, its danger is not 

widely known. As a result, many people don’t 

know how to keep themselves safe from this 

natural discharge of electricity. 

2. Public safety officials should help educate the 

public about lightning in newspaper editorials, 

radio interviews, and school visits. For instance, 

they can explain the real danger of lightning. 

In addition, they can run workshops showing 

people how to avoid being struck by lightning. 

Finally, they can post lightning safety tips at all 

the local parks and swimming areas. Educating 

the public about lightning is the best way to 

avoid its dangerous effects. 

Writing Model 
© Houghton Mifflin Harcourt Publishing Company. All rights reserved. 
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Projectable 12.8 

The Earth Dragon Awakes Prewriting  Opinion Writing 

Prewriting 
Planning a Problem-Solution Composition 
Prompt: Write a brief problem-solution composition about something people 
should do to protect their safety. 

Title or Topic 

Problem: 

Solutions: 

Prewriting 
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Projectable 13.7 

Antarctic Journal Writing Model   Opinion Writing 

Writing Model 
Persuasive Letter 
Prompt: Write a letter to your classmates or your teacher. Try to persuade 
your audience to take a field trip to a place you find especially interesting. 

2100 West Ash Street 
Columbia, MO 65203 
March 15, 2014 

Dear Mrs. Hensel, 

Opinion 
The opinion is 
stated clearly. 

Since we’ve been studying Missouri history 

this year, I think it would be a great educational 

experience for our class to visit our local historical 

society. The Boone County Historical Society has 

many interesting exhibits, artifacts, and buildings. 

We can learn about the early settlers of Boone 

County. We can find out about the musician 

“Blind” Boone and see his piano. We can even tour 

an old cabin. I’d also like to see the boat that was 

donated by a Boone County writer who traveled 

the same inland waterways as Lewis and Clark. Let 

our class take a field trip to this treasure trove of 

local history. 

Sincerely, 

Sanora Davis 

Writing Model 
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Projectable 13.8 

Antarctic Journal Prewriting   Opinion Writing 

Prewriting 
Planning a Persuasive Letter 
Prompt: Write a letter to your classmates or your teacher. Try to persuade 
your audience to take a field trip to a place you find especially interesting. 

Title or Topic 

Reason Reason 

Opinion 
A field trip to the 

post office would be both 
fun and educational. 

Reason Reason 

Prewriting 
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Projectable 14.7 

The Life and Times of the Ant Writing Model   Opinion Writing 

Writing Model 
Persuasive Essay 
Prompt: Write a persuasive essay in which you explain why some 
improvement should be made to your school or classroom. If needed, do 
research to support your ideas. 

Over the summer, our school district replaced the 

old windows in our school with energy-efficient ones. 

That’s great, but they left us with a problem. When 

they took out the windows, they also removed our 

shades and didn’t replace them. We need shades or 

blinds installed in our classrooms again. 

One reason we need shades is that we can’t 

get our classroom dark enough to see the board. 

This is hurting our education because we use the 

board all the time to do math problems, writing 

exercises, and science reports. Because we can’t 

block out strong afternoon sunlight pouring into our 

room, the classroom temperature rises. It’s hard to 

concentrate when the classroom is as hot as an oven. 

Finally, without any shades, we’re being exposed to 

harmful ultraviolet rays. We need to buy and install 

solar shades or blinds now to improve our ability to 

concentrate and protect our health. 

Writing Model 
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Projectable 14.8 

The Life and Times of the Ant Prewriting   Opinion Writing 

Prewriting 
Planning a Persuasive Essay 
Prompt: Write a persuasive essay in which you explain why some improvement 
should be made to your school or classroom. If needed, do research to support 
your ideas. 

Opinion: 

Reason: 
Facts, examples, and details: 

Reason: 
Facts, examples, and details: 

Reason: 

Facts, examples, and details: 

Prewriting 
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Projectable 12.4 

The Earth Dragon Awakes Grammar   Possessive Nouns 

Singular Possessive Nouns 

A singular possessive noun shows ownership 
of an object by one person or thing. Add -’s 
to a singular noun to make it possessive. 

singular possessive noun 
the dragon’s scales 

Thinking Question 
What word shows 
ownership by one 
person or thing? 

Write each phrase another way. Use the possessive form of the 
underlined noun. 

1. a storybook owned by Jess  

2. the horn of the unicorn  

3. the shoes of the elf  

4. the wings of a fairy  

5. the castle of the giant  

6. the tail of the mermaid  

7. the beard of the king  

8. the mane of the winged horse the winged 

storybook 

the horn 

the shoes 

a wings 

the castle 

the tail 

the beard 

mane 

Grammar 
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Projectable 12.5 

The Earth Dragon Awakes Grammar  Possessive Nouns 

Plural Possessive Nouns 

A plural possessive noun shows ownership by 
more than one person or thing. When a plural 
noun ends with -s, add only an apostrophe to 
make it possessive. When a plural noun 
does not end in -s, add -’s to make it possessive. 

Thinking Question 
What word shows 
ownership by more than 
one person or thing? 

plural possessive noun 
the boxes’ lids 

Write each phrase another way. Use the possessive form of the 
underlined noun. 

1. the crumbled walls of the buildings 

the crumbled walls 

2. the frightened cries of the children 

the frightened cries 

3. the jagged glass of the broken windows 

the broken jagged glass 

4. the screams of their neighbors 

their screams 

5. the honks of the geese 

the honks 

6. the soft yelps of stranded puppies 

the stranded soft yelps 

Grammar 
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Projectable 12.6 

The Earth Dragon Awakes Grammar  Possessive Nouns 

Apostrophes in Possessive Nouns 
Add the apostrophes correctly in the following possessive nouns. 

1. The barns  walls rattled. 

2. All of the bird s songs fell silent. 

3. In the woods, the deers  hearts beat faster. 

4. The cats  whiskers quivered, and she twitched her tail. 

5. Both sheeps  eyes grew wide. 

6. The three little pigs  tails uncurled. 

7. The horses  ears stood straight up from his head. 

8. The Earths  trembling stopped. 

9. The geeses  honks sounded relieved. 

10. The farmers  knees stopped shaking. 

Grammar 
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Projectable 14.4 

The Life and Times of the Ant Grammar   Participles 

Present Participle 

A present participle is a verb form that 
ends in -ing. 

Verb 
break 
dance 
dig 

Present Participle 
breaking 
dancing 
digging 

Thinking Question 
Which verb form ending 
in -ing describes a 
noun? 

A present participle can be used as an 
adjective. 

I watched the digging ants build a new 
home. 

Write the present participle of each verb. 
1. wash 

2. hope 

3. bubble 

4. creep 

5. strum 

6. scrape 

Underline the present participle in each sentence. Circle the noun it 
describes. 

7. The barn spider spun a shimmering web. 

8. Hibernating insects often spend the winter under piles of leaves. 

9. The mosquito made a humming noise near my ear. 

10. Those biting gnats are everywhere this summer! 

Grammar 
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Projectable 14.5 

The Life and Times of the Ant Grammar   Participles 

Past Participles 

A past participle is a verb form that can be 
used as an adjective. Most past participles end 
in -d or -ed. Irregular verbs have special 
past participle forms. 

Verb 
ruin 
tie 
break 
pop 

Past Participle 
ruined 
tied 
broken 
popped 

Thinking Question 
Which verb form that 
tells about a past action 
modifies a noun? 

A past participle can be used as an adjective. 
The ants use the chewed dirt to form 
little bricks. 

Write the past participle of each verb. 

1. pour 

2. crumble 

3. tear 

4. freeze 

5. bake 

6. hug 

Underline the past participle in each sentence. Circle the noun it modifies. 

7. The ants collect fallen bits of food. 

8. My knotted shoelace is an obstacle to the ant crawling across my 

shoe. 

9. The ants carry crumbs across the cracked pavement. 

10. The gathered crumbs will be a feast for them. 

Grammar 
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Projectable 14.6 

The Life and Times of the Ant Grammar   Participles 

Participial Phrases 

A participial phrase contains a participle and 
other accompanying words. A participial 
phrase can be used to modify a subject. 

Carrying their leaves, the ants made their 
way to the nest. 

Thinking Question 
Which phrase contains 
a participle that tells 
about a subject? 

Underline the participial phrase in each sentence. Circle the subject it 
modifies. 

1. Working hard, the little black ants dig their tunnels. 

2. Piling the bits of dirt, the ants build a hill around the tunnel entrance. 

3. An intruding red ant climbs the hill. 

4. The black ants, dropping dirt from their jaws, hurry to defend their 

territory. 

5. Outnumbered, the red ant scurries back down the hill. 

6. Chasing it far away, the black ants show that the red ant is not 

welcome. 

7. Returning to their work, the ants look triumphant. 

8. Committed to their project, the ants begin digging again. 

Grammar 
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Projectable 1.4 

Because of Winn-Dixie Grammar   What Is a Sentence? 

Simple Subjects and Predicates 
Thinking Questions 
What is the main word 
that tells whom or what 
the sentence is about? 
What is the main word 
that tells what the 
subject does or is? 

Every sentence has a simple subject and a 
simple predicate. The simple subject is the 
main word that tells whom or what the 
sentence is about. The simple predicate 
is the main word that tells what the subject 
does or is. 

Opal walked to the store. 

simple simple 
subject predicate 

Tell which part of the sentence is underlined. Write SS if it is the simple 
subject and SP if it is the simple predicate. 

1. Winn-Dixie wagged his tail. SS 

2. He chased  a squirrel around a tree. SP 

3. Opal ran  after Winn-Dixie. SP 

4. The little gray squirrel  scampered up the tree. SS 

Underline the simple subject once and the simple predicate twice. 

5. Winn-Dixie  barked loudly at some geese. 

6. Opal tugged  gently on Winn-Dixie’s leash. 

7. The geese  in the pond honked at Winn-Dixie. 

8. Those animals  make a racket. 

Grammar 
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Projectable 1.5 

Because of Winn-Dixie Grammar   What Is a Sentence? 

Complete Subjects and Predicates 

A simple subject tells whom or what the 
sentence is about. The complete subject is 
made up of all the words that tell who or what 
is doing the action in the sentence. 

The simple predicate tells what the subject 
does or is. The complete predicate is made 
up of all the words that tell what the subject of 
the sentence is or does. 

complete subject 

The kind librarian  smiled at Winn-Dixie. 

complete predicate 

Thinking Questions 
Which words tell whom 
or what the sentence is 
about? What are all the 
words that tell what the 
subject does or is? 

Draw one line under all the words that make up the complete subject. Draw 
two lines under all the words that make up the complete predicate. 

1. Miss Franny’s library  is in a small old house. 

2. The Herman W. Block Memorial Library  is very cozy. 

3. Winn-Dixie  watched Opal through the window. 

4. Miss Franny  allowed Winn-Dixie to enter the library. 

5. The wonderful stories  kept Opal on the edge of her seat. 

6. The young librarian  saw a big bear in the library. 

7. The large animal  had strolled in through the front door. 

8. Opal’s dog  looked just like that bear at first. 

Grammar 
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Projectable 1.6 

Because of Winn-Dixie Grammar   What Is a Sentence? 

Compound Subjects and Predicates 

A compound subject is made up of two 
or more subjects joined by a coordinating 
conjunction such as and or or. 

Thinking Questions 
How many subjects or 
predicates are there? 
What word is used to 
combine the compound 
subject or predicate? A compound predicate is made up 

of two or more predicates joined by a 
coordinating conjunction such as and or or. 

compound subject 
Opal and Winn-Dixie ran together. 

compound predicate 
The two friends ran and played together. 

Label each sentence with CS for a compound subject or CP for a compound 
predicate. 

CP 1. Opal saw the librarian and walked up to her. 
CS 2. Winn-Dixie and Miss Franny looked at each other. 

CP 3. Miss Franny smiled and petted the dog. 
CS 4. Opal and her dog sat down to listen to a story. 

Rewrite each pair of sentences as one sentence with a compound subject or 
a compound predicate. 

5. Opal loved to hear Miss Franny’s stories. Winn-Dixie loved to hear Miss 

Franny’s stories. 

6. Miss Franny walked to her chair. Miss Franny sat down. 

7. The girl leaned forward to listen. Her dog leaned forward to listen. 

8. Miss Franny took a breath. Miss Franny began the tale. 

Grammar 
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Projectable 3.4 

My Librarian Is a Camel Grammar   Quotations 

Quotation Marks with Direct Speech 

• Quotation marks are used to show the exact 
words someone says. 

• The first word of a quotation is capitalized. 
• The punctuation at the end of the 

quotation goes inside the quotation mark. 
• A comma sets off the words a person says 

from the words that tells who is speaking. 

Thinking Questions 
What words tell that 
someone is speaking? 
What are the exact 
words that person 
says? 

Mario said, “We got library cards.” 

“We got library cards,” Mario said. 

On your own paper, rewrite each sentence below using the correct 
punctuation. 

1. I read lots of new books said Elyssa. 

2. How many do you read in a year Greg asked. 

3. Elyssa answered if I don’t miss a single week, it’s fifty-two. 

4. That’s a lot of books Greg told her. 

5. well, I really enjoy reading Elyssa replied. 

6. I think I’ll take out a book now announced Greg. 

7. I can recommend some great ones Elyssa said with excitement. 

Grammar 
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Projectable 3.5 

My Librarian Is a Camel Grammar   Quotations 

Split Quotations 

A split quotation is one in which the exact 
words a person says is broken into two parts. 
• Quotation marks are used to show each part. 
• A comma separates the first quotation from 

the words that tell who is speaking. Use a 
period after the speaker. 

• The punctuation mark at the end of each 
quotation is inside the quotation mark. 

• The first word of each part of the split 
quotation is capitalized. 

“We love to read,” said Tanya. “So we go to 

the library every week.” 

Thinking Questions 
Is the quotation broken 
into parts? Where 
does the punctuation 
belong? 

On your own paper, rewrite each sentence below using the correct 
punctuation. 

1. Camels deliver books here said Raj We’re glad to have them 

2. Do camels carry lots of books Nica asked how many do they carry 

3. Camels carry 500 books Raj answered their loads are really heavy 

4. I think that is amazing replied Nica Who thought of using camels to 

deliver books 

Grammar 
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Projectable 3.6 

My Librarian Is a Camel Grammar   Quotations 

Quotations from Text 

Quotation marks are used to show exact 
words taken from a text such as a magazine 
article. Include the author of the quotation 
and source, or where it appeared. Follow the 
rules for using quotations and punctuation in 
quotations from text. 

source author 

Thinking Question 
What are the author’s 
exact words? Where 
does the punctuation 
belong? 

In “My Librarian Is a Camel,” Margriet Ruus 
writes, “The train serves the homeless children 
of Bangkok.” 

“The train serves the homeless children of 
Bangkok,” Margriet Ruus explains in “My 
Librarian Is a Camel.” 

On your own paper, rewrite each sentence below using the correct 
punctuation and capitalization. 

1. In “My Librarian Is a Camel,” Ms. Ruiz says they can keep their books 

for up to six weeks 

2. the south coast of Finland skirts the Gulf of Finland says Ruus in her 

article 

3. Kim Becker explains in “From Idea to Book” a book begins when an 

author comes up with an idea for a book 

4. authors get ideas in different ways Becker adds in her article 

Grammar 
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Projectable 4.4 

The Power of W.O.W.! Grammar   Fragments and Run-on Sentences 

Sentence Fragments 
A sentence fragment is a group of words that 
does not tell a complete thought. A 
fragment is missing a subject, a predicate, 
or sometimes both. 

Thinking Questions 
Does this group of 
words have a subject 
that tells whom or what 
this sentence is about? 
Does it have a 
predicate that tells 
what happens or says 
something 
about the subject? Example 

Went to the movies. 

Identify what is missing from each fragment. Write subject or predicate on 
the line. Then change each fragment to a complete sentence. 
Sample answers provided. 

1. The library van. predicate  

The library van arrived early today. 

2. Has no more money. subject  

The school has no more money for the bookmobile. 

3. Was trying to find a good book. subject  

I was trying to find a good book. 

4. Reading is. predicate  

Reading is educational and fun. 

5. People in the neighborhood. predicate  

People in the neighborhood helped raise money. 

6. The carwash was. predicate  

The carwash was successful. 

Grammar 
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Projectable 4.5 

The Power of W.O.W.! Grammar   Fragments and Run-on Sentences 

Run-on Sentences 

A run-on sentence has two complete thoughts, 
or sentences, that run into each other. The 
end punctuation of the first sentence is 
missing, and the second sentence is often 
missing a capital letter. 

Example 
Jamal enjoys mysteries he reads a new one each 
week. 

Thinking Questions 
How many complete 
thoughts are in the 
sentence? Is there 
proper punctuation 
and capitalization, or 
a conjunction? 

Correct the run-on sentences. 

1. The library is closed we’ll have to come back tomorrow. 
The library is closed. We’ll have to come back tomorrow. 

2. Many cities have several libraries they are located in different 

neighborhoods. 
Many cities have several libraries, but they are located in different 

neighborhoods. 

3. We need to raise money let’s think of some good ideas. 
We need to raise money. Let’s think of some good ideas. 

4. Doreen loves reading she visits the bookmobile often. 
Doreen loves reading. She visits the bookmobile often. 

5. They had a fundraiser the neighborhood businesses helped. 

They had a fundraiser, and the neighborhood businesses helped. 

Grammar 
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complete sentence 

Projectable 4.6 

The Power of W.O.W.! Grammar   Fragments and Run-on Sentences 

Writing Complete Sentences 

A complete sentence must have a subject and 
predicate, and it must express one complete 
thought. A complete sentence begins with a 
capital letter and ends with final punctuation. 

Examples: 

Run-on: Anna walked to the library Bill ran 

there. 

Fragment: Checked out books. 

Complete Sentences: Anna walked to the 

library, and Bill ran there. They checked out 

books. 

Thinking Questions 
What information 
is missing from a 
fragment? How can I 
fix a run-on? 

Identify each sentence as a fragment, a run-on, or a complete sentence. 
Write your answer on the line. 

1. Always does his homework at the library. fragment 

2. Everyone helped the fundraiser was a success. run-on 

3. There were some new books on the shelf today. 

4. Checking out a DVD. fragment 

Correct the sentences above. For a complete sentence, write “Correct.” 

Noah always does his homework at the library. 5. 
Everyone helped. The fundraiser was a success. 6. 
Correct 7. 
She was checking out a DVD. 8. 

Grammar 
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Projectable 9.4 

Dear Mr. Winston Grammar   Compound and Complex Sentences 

Compound Sentences 

A compound sentence is made up of two 
simple sentences joined by a coordinating 
conjunction. 

Coordinating conjunctions are and, but, or, 
and so. 

A comma is used before the conjunction. 

complete sentence coordinating 
conjunction 

Cara entered the library, and 
comma 

complete sentence 
she started looking for books about snakes.

Thinking Question 
Is the sentence made 
up of two simple 
sentences? 
Is one word a 
coordinating 
conjunction with a 
comma before it? 

Underline the simple sentences in each compound sentence. Circle the 
comma, and then circle the coordinating conjunction. 

1. Cara found the book she needed, but she didn’t want to sit near 

Mr. Winston. 

2. She took the book to a table near the window, and she put the box

with her snake in front of her. 

3. She could have put the box on the floor, or she could have put it on 

the seat next to her.  

4. Cara wanted to find out what kind of snake she had, so she looked in

a lot of books. 

5. She thought she might have a python , but she discovered her snake

was some other kind. 
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Projectable 9.5 

Dear Mr. Winston Grammar   Compound and Complex Sentences 

Complex Sentences 

A complex sentence is made up of a simple 
sentence and a dependent clause joined by a 
subordinating conjunction. 

Subordinating conjunctions include because, 
although, until, if, and since. 

Do not use a comma if the subordinating 
conjunction is in the middle of the sentence. 

simple sentence 
Cara thought nothing would happen  

subordinating 
conjunction 
because she said the box was empty.  

dependent clause 
Because Cara said the box was empty , she  
thought nothing would happen.  

Thinking Question 
Is the sentence 
made up of a simple 
sentence and a 
dependent clause 
with a subordinating 
conjunction? 

For each complex sentence, underline the simple sentence and the 
dependent clause. Circle the subordinating conjunction. Add a comma if 
necessary. 

1. Mr. Winston walked over  because he thought Cara needed help.  

2. Cara said she didn’t need help  since she wanted to be left alone.  

3. Until that snake got loose,  everything had been fine.  

4. If Mr. Winston had walked away, nothing would have happened.  

5. Cara got nervous  because Mr. Winston reached for the box.  
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Projectable 9.6 

Dear Mr. Winston Grammar   Compound and Complex Sentences 

Commas in Compound Sentences 

In a compound sentence, a comma is used 
before the coordinating conjunction. 

Cara could have run out of the library, 
comma 

coordinating 
conjunction 
or she could have stayed to help Mr. Winston. 

Thinking Question 
Where is the 
coordinating 
conjunction? 

Circle the coordinating conjunction in each sentence. Then put the comma 
in the correct place. 

1. Mr. Winston fainted and Cara knew she might be in trouble. , 

2. Cara thought about running away but she knew she should stay. , 

3. Mr. Winston might wake up on his own or he might need help. , 

4. Cara wanted only to learn about her snake but now she had a , 

problem. 

5. Would Cara be in trouble or would everything be okay? , 

Grammar 
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Projectable 12.4 

The Earth Dragon Awakes Grammar  Possessive Nouns 

Singular Possessive Nouns 

A singular possessive noun shows ownership 
of an object by one person or thing. Add -’s 
to a singular noun to make it possessive. 

singular possessive noun 
the dragon’s scales 

Thinking Question 
What word shows 
ownership by one 
person or thing? 

Write each phrase another way. Use the possessive form of the 
underlined noun. 

1. a storybook owned by Jess  Jess’s storybook 

2. the horn of the unicorn  the unicorn’s horn 

3. the shoes of the elf  the elf’s shoes 

4. the wings of a fairy  a fairy’s wings 

5. the castle of the giant  the giant’s castle 

6. the tail of the mermaid  the mermaid’s tail 

7. the beard of the king  the king’s beard 

8. the mane of the winged horse the winged horse’s mane 
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Projectable 12.5 

The Earth Dragon Awakes Grammar   Possessive Nouns 

Plural Possessive Nouns 

A plural possessive noun shows ownership by 
more than one person or thing. When a plural 
noun ends with -s, add only an apostrophe to 
make it possessive. When a plural noun 
does not end in -s, add -’s to make it possessive. 

Thinking Question 
What word shows 
ownership by more than 
one person or thing? 

plural possessive noun 
the boxes’ lids 

Write each phrase another way. Use the possessive form of the 
underlined noun. 

1. the crumbled walls of the buildings 

the buildings’ crumbled walls 

2. the frightened cries of the children 

the children’s frightened cries 

3. the jagged glass of the broken windows 

the broken windows’ jagged glass 

4. the screams of their neighbors 

their neighbors’ screams 

5. the honks of the geese  

the geese’s honks 

6. the soft yelps of stranded puppies  

the stranded puppies’ soft yelps 

Grammar 
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Projectable 12.6 

The Earth Dragon Awakes Grammar  Possessive Nouns 

Apostrophes in Possessive Nouns 
Add the apostrophes correctly in the following possessive nouns. 

1. The barns  walls rattled. barn’s 

2. All of the birds  songs fell silent. birds’ 

3. In the woods, the deers  hearts beat faster. deer’s 

4. The cats  whiskers quivered, and she twitched her tail. cat’s 

5. Both sheeps  eyes grew wide. sheep’s 

6. The three little pigs  tails uncurled. pigs’ 

7. The horses  ears stood straight up from his head. horse’s 

8. The Earths  trembling stopped. Earth’s 

9. The geeses  honks sounded relieved. geese’s 

10. The farmers  knees stopped shaking. farmer’s 
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Projectable 14.4 

The Life and Times of the Ant Grammar   Participles 

Present Participle 

A present participle is a verb form that 
ends in -ing. 

Verb 
break 
dance 
dig 

Present Participle 
breaking 
dancing 
digging 

Thinking Question 
Which verb form ending 
in -ing describes a 
noun? 

A present participle can be used as an 
adjective. 

I watched the digging ants build a new 
home. 

Write the present participle of each verb. 
1. wash washing 

2. hope hoping 

3. bubble bubbling 

4. creep creeping 

5. strum strumming 

6. scrape scraping 

Underline the present participle in each sentence. Circle the noun it 
describes. 

7. The barn spider spun a shimmeringweb. 

8. Hibernatinginsects often spend the winter under piles of leaves. 

9. The mosquito made a hummingnoise near my ear. 

10. Those bitinggnats are everywhere this summer! 
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Projectable 14.5 

The Life and Times of the Ant Grammar   Participles 

A past participle is a verb form that can be 
used as an adjective. Most past participles end 
in -d or -ed. Irregular verbs have special 
past participle forms. 

Past Participles 

Thinking Question 
Which verb form that 
tells about a past action 
modifies a noun? Verb 

ruin 
tie 
break 
pop 

Past Participle 
ruined 
tied 
broken 
popped 

A past participle can be used as an adjective. 
The ants use the chewed dirt to form 
little bricks. 

Write the past participle of each verb. 

1. pour poured 

2. crumble crumbled 

3. tear torn 

4. freeze 

5. bake 

6. hug 

frozen 

baked 

hugged 

Underline the past participle in each sentence. Circle the noun it modifies. 

7. The ants collect fallen  bits of food. 

8. My knotted  shoelace is an obstacle to the ant crawling across my 

shoe. 

9. The ants carry crumbs across the cracked  pavement. 

10. The gathered  crumbs will be a feast for them. 
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Projectable 14.6 

The Life and Times of the Ant Grammar   Participles 

Participial Phrases 

A participial phrase contains a participle and 
other accompanying words. A participial 
phrase can be used to modify a subject. 

Thinking Question 
Which phrase contains 
a participle that tells 
about a subject? 

Carrying their leaves, the ants made their 
way to the nest. 

underline the participial phrase in each sentence. Circle the subject it 
modifies. 

1. Working hard, the little black ants dig their tunnels. 

2. Piling the bits of dirt, the ants build a hill around the tunnel entrance. 

3. An intruding red ant climbs the hill. 

4. The black ants, dropping dirt from their jaws, hurry to defend their 

territory. 

5. Outnumbered, the red ant scurries back down the hill. 

6. Chasing it far away, the black ants show that the red ant is not 

welcome. 

7. Returning to their work, the ants look triumphant. 

8. Committed to their project, the ants begin digging again. 
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                 GREENWOOD INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL 
Decoding Homework Worksheet- Grade 4 

 

          Name: __________________________________________ Date: __________________________ 

 

Find VCV pattern and draw a box around it. 
 
For eg:  b a c o n 
                v   c   v 

 
1. d e m a n d                       2. e p i c                 3. l o c a l 
 

Look at the bank of words given, highlight the words that have the correct 
syllabication. 
 
beside be/side bes/ide 
silence sil/ence si/lence 
signal sig/nal si/gnal 
dragon dra/gon drag/on 
future fu/ture fut/ure 

 

Read the words given and place the juncture as V/CV or VC/V. 
 
famous, panic, solid, stale, delay, amaze 
 
Long Vowel – V/CV Short Vowel – VC/V 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 



Greenwood International School                
English Department (Elementary) 

Semester 1 
       
  Name: _________________________________ 
  Grade/Section: ___________________________                                                                                            
      
    Decoding VCV syllable Pattern – Homework Sheet 

 

  

CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.RF.4.3.A 

Use combined knowledge of all letter-sound correspondences, syllabication patterns, and morphology (e.g., 
roots and affixes) to read accurately unfamiliar multisyllabic words in context and out of context. 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Find VCV pattern and draw a box around it.  

 
1. lady 

2. tuna 

3. license 

4. decode 

 

Look at the bank of words given, highlight the words that have the 
correct syllabication. 
mo/tel                           up/on                       a/long                         de/cimal 

tra/de                           saf/e                       ci/ty                           whil/e 

 

Match the words to its syllable pattern. 
Balance                                         long                                                pretend 

Ocean                                                                                                  honest                                              

Second                                         short                                               minute 

Private                                                                                                 basis 
 



Greenwood International School                
English Department (Elementary) 

Semester 1 
       
  Name: _________________________________ 
  Grade/Section: ___________________________                                                                                            
      
    Decoding VCCV syllable Pattern – Homework Sheet 

 

    

CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.RF.4.3.A 

Use combined knowledge of all letter-sound correspondences, syllabication patterns, and morphology (e.g., 
roots and affixes) to read accurately unfamiliar multisyllabic words in context and out of context. 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Find VCCV pattern and draw a box around it.  

 
1. l e t t e r  

2. r i b b o n 

3. s u m m e r 

4. s u p p e r 

 

Look at the bank of words given, highlight the words that have the 
correct VCCV syllabication. 
Plas/tic                 pu/ffin                     velv/et                          Ten/nis 

Ban/dit                Dent/ist                    Muf/fin                         Seg/ment 

 

Divide the word into syllables using the VCCV pattern. Write the pattern 
below each word and then divide with a ‘/’. 

1. D i s l i k e                     2. D i c t a t e                        3. c o s t u m e 

4. I g n i t e                      5. h o b b y                            6. s u d d e n 

7. s a n d a l                      8. s i g n a l                            9. c o m m o n 
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    Decoding Common Beginning Syllables – Homework Sheet 

 

  

CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.RF.4.3.A 

Use combined knowledge of all letter-sound correspondences, syllabication patterns, and morphology (e.g., 
roots and affixes) to read accurately unfamiliar multisyllabic words in context and out of context. 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

       Sort the following words into their common beginning syllable. 
 

apart, reply, detail, betray, confuse, extra, complain, excite, amaze, define, 
began, construct, report, compare 

 

a- re- de-  be-  ex- com- con- 

       

       

  

       Write each word with a juncture between the syllables. Be ready to say  
       the whole word. 

  
 

          except -       combine -  

          connect -        alone - 

          because -        destroy -  

          reply -        across -  
 



GREENWOOD INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL 
Decoding Homework Worksheet- Grade 4 

 
Name: ___________________________Date: __________________________ 

 
 
 
Find VCV pattern and draw a box around it. 
 
 
For eg: b a c o n  

v c v 

 

 

1. d e m a n d 2. e p i c 3. l o c a l 
 
              v     c   v           v     c   v      v     c   v 

 

Look at the bank of words given, highlight the words that have the correct 

syllabication. 
 

beside  be/side  bes/ide 

silence  sil/ence  si/lence 

signal  sig/nal  si/gnal 

dragon  dra/gon  drag/on 

future  fu/ture  fut/ure 
 
 
Read the words given and place the juncture as V/CV or VC/V. 
 
 
famous, panic, solid, stale, delay, amaze 
 
Long Vowel  V/CV   Short Vowel VC/V 
 
fa/mous 
so/lid 
de/lay 
sta/le 
 
 

 
pan/ic 
am/aze 
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Name: _________________________________ 
 

Grade/Section: ___________________________ 
 

Decoding VCV syllable Pattern – Homework Sheet  
 
 

 
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.RF.4.3.A 

 
Use combined knowledge of all letter-sound correspondences, syllabication patterns, and morphology 

(e.g., roots and affixes) to read accurately unfamiliar multisyllabic words in context and out of context. 
 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  
 

Find VCV pattern and draw a box around it. 
 
 
 
 

 

1. lady 
        v  c  v 

 

3. license 
        v cv 

 

2. tuna 
         v c v  

4. decode 
          v c v 

 

     
 

Look at the bank of words given, highlight the words that have the 

correct syllabication. 

mo/tel up/on a/long de/cimal  

tra/de saf/e ci/ty whil/e  

     

      
Match the words to its syllable pattern. 

 

Balance long pretend 

Ocean 
 

honest 
Second short 

minute 

Private  basis 
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English Department (Elementary)  
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Name: _________________________________ 
 

Grade/Section: ___________________________ 
 

Decoding VCCV syllable Pattern – Homework Sheet  
 
 

 
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.RF.4.3.A 

 
Use combined knowledge of all letter-sound correspondences, syllabication patterns, and morphology 

(e.g., roots and affixes) to read accurately unfamiliar multisyllabic words in context and out of context. 
 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  
 

Find VCCV pattern and draw a box around it. 
 
 

 

1. l e t t e r  3. s u m m e r 

2. r i b b o n  4. s u p p e r 
    

 
 

Look at the bank of words given, highlight the words that have the 

correct VCCV syllabication. 

Plas/tic pu/ffin velv/et Ten/nis  

Ban/dit Dent/ist Muf/fin Seg/ment  

     

      
Divide the word into syllables using the VCCV pattern. Write the pattern 

below each word and then divide with a ‘/’. 

1. D i s / l i k e 
           v   c     c v                                           

2. D i c / t a t e 
           v   c    c   v                                           

3. c o s / t u m e 
           v    c    c   v 

4. I g / n i t e 
       v c      c  v 

5. h o b / b y 
            v  c       c   v 

6. s u d / d e n 
           v    c     c    v 

7. s a n / d a l 
            v  c      c   v 

8. s i g / n a l 
           v  c    c     v    

9. c o m / m o n 
           v   c        c     v 
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Name: _________________________________ 
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Decoding Common Beginning Syllables – Homework Sheet  
 
 

 
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.RF.4.3.A 

 
Use combined knowledge of all letter-sound correspondences, syllabication patterns, and morphology 

(e.g., roots and affixes) to read accurately unfamiliar multisyllabic words in context and out of context. 
 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 

Sort the following words into their common beginning syllable.  
 
 

apart, reply, detail, betray, confuse, extra, complain, excite, amaze, 

define, began, construct, report, compare 
 
 
 
 

a- re- de- be- ex- com- con- 
 
 
 
            apart reply  detail     betray  extra  complain    confuse 
 
 
         amaze       report  define  began  excite  compare   construct 
 
 
 

 

Write each word with a juncture between the syllables. Be ready to say the 

whole word. 
 
 

except – ex/cept 

 
 

combine -com/bine
 

connect – con/nect 
 

alone – a/lone 
 

because – be/cause 
 

destroy -de/stroy
 

reply – re/ply 
 

across – a/cross 










